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FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS
Ideal for collaborative and training environments. Available in cantilever or symmetrical legs.

Model 41S294150

Model 2OTS1350

Freestanding Training Tables
**SHARED LEG TABLES**


**SHARED LEGS**

Reduce cost and under table obstructions.

**UL 1286 approved shared leg table with 8 wire 4 circuit system**

**WIRE MANAGEMENT GALLERY**

Extra large capacity wire galleries offer separation between power and data feeds.

**DIVIDER SCREENS**

Perfect for back-to-back or freestanding table configurations. Available in 11", 17", and 23" heights.

**POWER AND DATA MANAGEMENT**

Every option available for today’s technology.

- A. Installed power infeed
- B. Separate power and data
- Multi-position units with USB and iPod options
- Power and data available on work surface
- Back-to-back power distribution system. Saves money by powering only one row

UL 1286 approved shared leg table with 8 wire 4 circuit system
PORTABLE TABLES


Space Saving

- Folding half round
- Standard fold for tables with top lengths greater than 60"
- Leg over leg fold for top lengths less than 60"

Smart Design

- The integrated electrical option is incorporated into the existing leg design, guiding and hiding wires.
- Gallery with temporary power strip (PET)
- Standard integrated handles
- Stacking bumpers that fold provide a non-marring surface to protect tables during transportation and storage
PORTABLE TABLES


Two Half-Round Portable Tables

Quarter-Circle Crescent with cantilever leg

Trapezoid with symmetrical leg

Rectangular Portable Tables with 30° Connectors

CONFIGURATIONS

Basic table shapes form multiple configurations.

Round
Circle
Hexagon
Race track
Open Race track
Classroom
Enclosed U

SHAPES

Rectangle
Trapezoid
Half Round
Crescent
Quarter Round
30° Connector. Also available in: 15°, 45°, 60°, and straight
HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE TABLES

Hydraulic lift mechanism allows for important ergonomic considerations.
Easily raises 29” to 41”.

Access to data and power
Sturdy base for support
U.L. approved electrical system

Verona Seating by Falcon
Verona Seating by Falcon
Reva Seating by Thonet

360° Rotation - Self Returning Swivel Seat and Swing Design

ATTACHED CHAIR AND TABLE FEATURES

rectangular height adjustable table

freestanding 38" high instructor’s table
Shown with optional lower modesty panel
Also available in fixed height.

designed to assist people with physical or sensory disabilities.

VERONA SEATING
by FALCON

 funcTionaL. durable. AdapTaBle.

LECTURE HALL

freestanding 38" high instructor’s table
shown with optional lower modesty panel
also available in fixed height.

Designed to assist people with physical or sensory disabilities.

VERONA SEATING
by FALCON

360° Rotation - Self Returning Swivel Seat and Swing Design

U.L. approved electrical system

ACCESS TO DATA AND POWER
STURDY BASE FOR SUPPORT
UL APPROVED ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

Verona Seating by Falcon
Verona Seating by Falcon
Reva Seating by Thonet

360° Rotation - Self Returning Swivel Seat and Swing Design

ATTACHED CHAIR AND TABLE FEATURES
LECTURE HALL

Combining flexibility with functionality, creating custom lecture hall environments linking students, instructor, and technology. Available in straight rows or configurations.

ATTACHED TABLE FEATURES

- Perforated Steel Modesty
- Contoured Steel Modesty
- Laminated Modesty Panel

Designed to assist people with physical or sensory disabilities.
**MATS:** MULTIPLE APPLICATION TABLE SYSTEMS

**EDGE COLORS**
- Black 1
- Silver* 50
- Dark Grey 23
- Light Grey 12
- Graphite 42
- Dusk** P3
- Bark 41
- Birch** P2

* Silver not available in 4150 and 4160 Series edge.
** Dusk and Birch only available in 4150 and 4160 Series edge.

**EDGE TREATMENTS**
- 4720 Series Edge
- 4150 Series Edge
- 4157 Lightweight Series Edge
- 4160 Series Edge
- 4167 Lightweight Series Edge
- 1350 Series Edge
- 1357 Lightweight Series Edge
- 2300 Series Edge
- 2307 Lightweight Series Edge

**METAL POWDERCOAT COLORS**
- Bronze Metallic T-58
- Fog CP012S
- Storm CP023S
- Silvertone E2
- Matte Black CP001MS

**ACCENT COLORS**
Accent collars are available for Training and Portable Tables.

1  Black
12 Light Grey
15 Stop Red (shown)
23 Dark Grey
41 Bark
42 Graphite
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